Updated and expanded in 2004, *My Little Rules Book - Criminal, Second Edition* is the most practical pocket reference you'll find on South Carolina criminal law and evidence! This convenient book is a resource specifically designed for today's on-the-go attorney. *My Little Rules Book - Criminal, Second Edition* can travel from home to the office to the courtroom in a pocket. Practical, accessible and easy-to-use, this 250-page, 4 x 6 inch reference puts key rules, statutes, frequently needed phone numbers and more at your fingertips.

*My Little Rules Book - Criminal* includes the complete South Carolina Rules of Evidence and the South Carolina Rules of Criminal Procedure, both with annotations. The full text for SC Code Ann. 16-1-60, "Violent Crimes," SC Code Ann. 17-25-45, "Most Serious Offenses and Serious Offenses" and SC Code Ann. 14-7-1110 and 1120, "Challenges and Strikes" is included, as well as a list of "Statutes You Can Never Find" and a much expanded listing of key phone numbers you often need but can never put your finger on, including many state agencies and attorney associations. For the Second Edition, authors Jack Swerling and Katherine Link included contact information for all South Carolina appellate and circuit judges, federal District and Fourth Circuit
judges, and public defenders and solicitors, as well as a helpful list of Internet resources and addresses.
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